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Expert systems, and artificial intelligence more generally, can provide a useful means for representing decision-making processes. By linking expert systems software to simulation software, an effective means of including these decision-making processes in a simulation model can be achieved. This paper demonstrates how a commercial off-the-shelf simulation package (Witness) can be linked to an expert systems package (XpertRule) through a Visual Basic interface. The methodology adopted could be used for models, and possibly software, other than those presented here.
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1. Introduction

The majority of simulation models contain at least one, and probably more, decision-making processes. These might be computer-based (e.g. a production control system), human (e.g. a branch manager in a bank) or a mixture of the two (e.g. computer based decision support systems often rely on human intervention to suggest potential improvements). Such decision-making processes are often modelled using the commands available in the simulation software. Some, however, have adopted artificial intelligence methods as a means of representation, for instance, Flitman and Hurrion (1987), O’Keefe (1989), Williams (1996), Lyu and Gunasekaran (1997) and Robinson et al. (1998). These give the advantage of providing a well developed framework for representing, and eliciting, knowledge (Doukidis and Angelides, 1994).

The purpose of this paper is to describe how a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation package, Witness (Lanner Group, 2001), can be linked to an off-the-shelf expert systems package, XpertRule (Attar Software, 2000), in order to provide a means of representing a decision-making process. The approach is demonstrated by reference to an example model. The aim is to illustrate how the two packages can be linked successfully. Albeit that the example presented is fairly simple, the approach provides the basis for further work on more complex problems.

The paper starts with a brief review of previous work in which simulations and expert systems have been linked. After this, the example simulation model is described and the representation of the decision-making process in XpertRule is explained. An overview of the methodology for linking Witness and XpertRule is given, as well as a detailed description of the Visual Basic code required to link the two software packages. A full listing of this code is provided in the appendix.

2. Previous Work Linking Simulations with Expert Systems

Linking a simulation with an expert system provides a number of technical challenges, to the extent that some have even relied upon a manual interface (Nissen, 1998). Flitman and Hurrion (1987) were among the first to propose the approach, linking a simulation written in
Fortran on one computer with a Prolog-based expert system on another computer. Similarly, O’Keefe (1989) developed a tool that linked GPSS with Prolog.

Some have taken the approach of developing architectures for linking expert systems with simulation that do not rely upon specific simulation or expert systems software. Artiba and Aghezzaf (1997) developed an architecture for linking expert systems, simulation, optimisation algorithms and heuristics for looking at complex production planning and scheduling problems. Zeigler et al. (1996) embed an expert systems shell within the DEVS environment.

Others have linked specific simulation packages with expert systems. Lyu and Gunasekaran (1997) achieve this by developing both a simulation model and expert system within SIMSCRIPT II.5 for modelling harbour unloading by a steel company. They note that this is only effective when the rules are sufficiently simple to be represented within the simulation software. Standridge and Steward (2000) link SLAMSYSTEM with an expert system written in C. Neither of these represent the use of a standard simulation software package with a standard expert systems package, as described in this paper.

The contribution of the current work is to show how commercial off-the-shelf software can be linked with reference to two specific packages, Witness and XpertRule. As the functionality of such software continues to grow, the possibility for using them in collaboration will increase. As such, both researchers and practitioners should find the method for linking such software described in this paper of interest.

### 3. Example Model

A model of a fictional truck loading bay (Figure 1) was developed in the Witness simulation package (Witness 2001 release 1.0). Trucks arrive at the truck park at an average interval of 10 minutes (based on a negative exponential distribution) and require loads of between 5 and 20 items (uniformly distributed). On arrival, the trucks are allocated to a loading bay, should a suitable one be available. In making this decision, account must be taken of the restrictions on the bay capacities. Trucks requiring more than 10 items must be allocated to bay 2 or 3, since bays 1 and 4 only have capacity for up to 10 items. Should a bay not be available, then the truck waits in the park until a suitable bay becomes available. Once a truck is allocated, it moves to the bay where it is loaded before departing from the system. Trucks take 1 minute to move to the loading bay where each item takes 1 minute to be loaded.

![Fig. 1. Truck Loading Bay Example.](image-url)
4. The Expert System

A rule-based expert system was developed in XpertRule (version 3.92, 32-bit) to represent the decision to allocate trucks to lanes. The resulting decision tree is shown in Figure 2. There are five key attributes to the decision: the size of the truck ('Truck_Size') in terms of the number of items to be loaded; and the current allocation of trucks to lanes, denoted by the attributes 'Lane1' to 'Lane4'. If no truck is presently allocated to a lane, the lane attribute is set to zero, otherwise it is set to the number of the truck that is allocated to that lane (note that truck numbers denote the sequence in which the trucks arrive in the simulation model). A third attribute 'Lane_for_Truck' reports the outcome of the decision made by the expert system. This is set to the number of the lane that a truck is to be allocated to, or to zero if no allocation can be made.

![Decision Tree](image)

The decision tree shows that the allocation decision rests primarily on the size of the truck. If this is less than or equal to 10 items, then the truck can be allocated to any one of the lanes. An attempt is made to allocate the truck to the smaller lanes first (lanes 1 and 4). Trucks that require more than 10 items can only be allocated to lanes 2 and 3.

In this example, because the decision is simple, the decision tree has been developed by a simple process of deduction as to what would entail a sensible decision-making process. Indeed, such is the nature of this decision that it could be coded directly in most simulation software. One useful extension to this approach, however, is to use the simulation as a means of knowledge elicitation. At a decision point the simulation would stop and wait for input. Expert decision-makers could enter their decisions at each decision point. In this way, a history of cases and decisions could be developed, which could then be used to induce rules within the expert system. In more complex examples, this approach has the significant advantage that example decisions can be obtained faster than real time with reproducible conditions. This approach may prove more reliable than interviewing experts, particularly when they are unable to express clearly how they make decisions. The latter is a well-known problem in developing knowledge-based systems; see for example Kidd (1987).

5. Methodology for Linking Witness with XpertRule

The simulation model and expert system were linked using Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) within Windows NT version 4.0. The obvious approach would have been to make calls to XpertRule from Witness as and when a decision point is reached (a truck arrives or a lane becomes free). This, however, is not possible, since Witness only acts as an OLE slave. As a result, it was necessary to develop a model controller in Visual Basic (Figure 3). The model controller initiates the run of the simulation model. At a point where an allocation decision is required, the simulation model automatically stops and waits until the model controller returns a decision and continues the simulation run. Once the model controller has
detected that the model is not running, it extracts data from the model which it passes to the expert system for a decision. The decision is returned to the simulation model via the model controller. Some effort was required to ensure that this sequence of events was adherred to. The code required to achieve this is described below.

6. Witness Requirements

Within Witness, two specific actions are required. First to stop the model when a decision point is reached. This occurs either when a truck arrives in the truck park and so it will look for a lane to be allocated to, or when a truck leaves the loading bay and so a lane becomes free and a truck may be allocated to it. The model is stopped by issuing the ‘Stop’ command within the Witness actions language at these two decision points.

The second action that is required is to update the variables and attributes within the Witness model, so that if a truck has been allocated, it moves to its loading bay lane. This takes place once a decision has been taken and the model has been restarted from the model controller. To enable this, a dummy process (‘machine’) is defined within Witness. At the point when the model is stopped a toggle variable is set to 1, this triggers the dummy process to start by pulling a dummy part from the ‘world’. As a result, the dummy process is the next event that will occur when the model restarts. In the actions on the dummy process, assuming a lane has been allocated to a truck (the Witness variable ‘allocate_lane’), all the relevant variables and attributes are updated and the toggle variable is reset to zero.

7. Visual Basic Code

The Visual Basic code, for which a full listing is provided in the appendix, was developed in version 6.0 (32-bit). A flow chart outlining the code is shown in Figure 4. The numbers in brackets refer to the segments of code identified in the appendix. The details of the code, relating to each segment, are described below. Before proceeding, it should be noted that no specific modifications were needed to make the XpertRule application compatible with the model controller.

7.1. On Loading Visual Basic (VB):
Sub-Routine Form_Load

The Form_Load routine (appendix segment 1) is invoked when the VB program is started. At this point, Witness and the Witness model ‘truck.mod’ are loaded via the shell command, the integer value referring to the mode in which the software is run, in this case minimised. Following this, an XpertRule object is created and the specific expert system (‘truck.xra’) is loaded. Note that the run-time version of XpertRule is loaded, known as XpertRun or ‘xr32run’.

7.2. On Running the Model:
Sub-Routine RunModel_Click

The ’Run Model’ button invokes the RunModel_Click sub-routine. This performs the various functions that link the simulation and the expert system. It starts the Witness model running and detects when it has stopped. The variables required to make the decision in XpertRule are extracted from Witness and input to XpertRule. A decision is then obtained from XpertRule and returned to Witness.

Simulation Model Control
(appendix segment 2)

The variable ’continue’ controls the main loop for this sub-routine. While it is set to 1, the Witness model continues to run until the next decision point, a decision is made and the model is run on. The second line of the code assigns the Witobj object to the loaded version of Witness, and the simulation is run through the Witobj.Run command. Once the Witness model is running, the VB code enters a Do-Events loop until it is detected that the Witness model is stopping (Modelstatus = 1) or has stopped (Modelstatus = 3). This implies that the simulation has reached a decision point, that is, a ‘Stop’ command has been issued in the Witness actions language.
**Fig. 4.** Flow Chart of the Visual Basic Code (Segments of the Code Shown in the Appendix are Identified in Brackets).
**Extract Variables from Witness**  
*appendix segment 3*

The total number of trucks in the truck park is determined by using the Witness function 'NPARTS'. This is necessary because an attempt will be made to allocate a lane to each truck, in turn, that is waiting in the truck park. The allocation status of each lane is extracted from the Witness variable 'allocated', and the size of each truck in the truck park is obtained from the Witness attribute 'loadsize'.

**Input Variables to XpertRule and Make a Decision**  
*appendix segment 4*

For each truck, in turn, the five decision attributes (the allocation status of the four lanes and the size of the truck) are passed to XpertRule using the Poke method. The 'CONTINUE' command is issued to XpertRule in order to obtain an allocation decision. The VB code then enters a loop until XpertRule has reached a conclusion concerning the decision, that is, the software status is 'READY'. At this point the result is obtained from XpertRule, "Lane_for_Truck" will report a value between 1 and 4 if a lane has been allocated, otherwise it will be set to a value of zero if no allocation is possible.

**Return Decision to Witness**  
*appendix segment 5*

If a lane has been allocated to a truck (the decision is non-zero), then the decision is passed to Witness by setting two variables. The 'allocate_lane' variable holds the number of the lane to be allocated. The 'allocate_truck' variable holds the number of the truck that is to be allocated to that lane. Once an allocation has been made, no further allocations are possible. This is because an allocation decision is triggered by a single state change in the simulation, that is, a truck arrives or a lane becomes available. As a result, no further attempt is made to allocate any other trucks in the truck park, and the code jumps to the 'endalloc' label.

**On Failure to Allocate a Truck**  
*appendix segment 6*

If, having attempted to allocate all the trucks in the truck park to a lane, no allocation decision is possible, then return a zero decision to Witness.

**7.3. Stopping the Model:**  
Sub-Routine StopModel_Click

The while loop in the RunModel_Click subroutine will continue to loop between running the Witness model, stopping the model at a decision point, obtaining a decision and returning it to Witness. In order to interrupt this loop the variable 'continue' needs to be set to zero. This is done in the StopModel_Click sub-routine (*appendix segment 7*), which is invoked on clicking the 'Stop Model' button. It should be noted that, having clicked on the 'Stop Model' button, the Witness model will not stop running until it has reached the next decision point. The simulation model may be restarted by clicking on the 'Run Model' button.

**7.4. Exiting the Model:**  
Sub-Routine ExitModel_Click

Should the model user wish to leave the simulation altogether, then by clicking on the 'Exit Model' button the code within the ExitModel_Click sub-routine is invoked (*appendix segment 8*). This closes both the Witness and XpertRule packages.

**8. Conclusion**

Although the VB code presented here is aimed for a specific Witness simulation model and a specific XpertRule application, the basic structure would be similar for any Witness model or XpertRule application. Indeed, it should simply be a case of replacing the relevant variable and attribute names with those required for a different model, as well as possibly changing the For Next loop that attempts to allocate each truck in turn, to reflect the particular decision-making process. Although the model presented here is simple, a larger and/or a more complex model is only likely to result in the need to extract and pass more variables between the software. Indeed, continuing work, looking at human decision-making around maintenance operations in a Ford manufacturing plant, shows that this is the case (Robinson et al, 2001). Also, the code could probably be adapted for use with other simulation software or artificial
intelligence systems, as long as these could act as an OLE slave.

Another requirement might arise if more than one decision-making process is present within the same simulation model. This would require some adaptation to the approach described above. A separate XpertRule model would need to be developed for each decision-making process, and then run in parallel during the running of the simulation. In terms of the Visual Basic code, this would mean that n XpertRuleObjects would need to be defined, where n is the number of decision-making processes. Depending on which decision is being taken, the relevant variables would have to be extracted from Witness, the correct object would have to be invoked and the relevant variables returned to Witness. Unless the variables involved in the decision are exactly the same, this would require separate segments of code for each decision-making process. The other requirement would be to identify, which decision-making process had caused the simulation to stop. This could simply be identified by setting a flag in Witness, to a value between 1 and n.

The linking of the simulation and expert system would have been made easier if Witness could act as an OLE client. This would have removed the need for the VB model controller. It would also result in the model running faster by removing the overhead of the model controller. The use of Witness could, therefore, be questioned. Why not use an alternative package that can act as an OLE client? For many, including the authors, this decision can only be considered when first deciding which simulation software to purchase. The costs of replacing an existing package are simply too great. The approach described above provides a useful method for linking Witness, and probably other simulation software that cannot act as OLE clients, to another software package.
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Appendix: Full Listing of Visual Basic Code

The Form

![Form Diagram]

Run Model  Stop Model
Exit Model

The Code

```vbnet
Dim Witobj, XperruleObject As Object
Dim sheller As Integer
Dim load_size(100), allocated(4), truck_count As Integer
Dim continue, loop1, index As Integer
Dim result As String

Private Sub Form_Load()

' Load Witness
sheller = Shell("c:\\witness\\witness.exe c:\\witness\\truck.mod", 2)
' Load XpertRun
Set XperruleObject = CreateObject("xclient.xr32run")
Call XperruleObject.StartApp("c:\\witness\\truck.xra -SERVER -MINIMIZED")

End Sub
```
Private Sub RunModel_Click()

Continue = 1
Set Witobj = GetObject(, "WITNESS.WCL")
' Run the Witness model
While continue = 1
Witobj.Run
' Check whether the Witness model has stopped
While Witobj.Modelstatus = 1 Or Witobj.Modelstatus = 3
DoEvents
Wend
' When the model has stopped if there are trucks waiting to be allocated
' obtain the required variables and attributes from Witness
truck_count = Witobj.expression("NPARTS(PARK)")
If truck_count > 0 Then
For loop1 = 1 To 4
index = loop1
allocated(loop1) = Witobj.variable("allocated", index)
Next
For loop1 = 1 To truck_count
load_size(loop1) = Witobj.expression("PARK@" + Str(loop1) + ".loadsize")
Next
' For each truck in turn call XpertRule and make an allocation decision
' Continue until a truck is allocated to a lane
For loop1 = 1 To truck_count
Call XpertruleObject.Poke("Lane1", allocated(1))
Call XpertruleObject.Poke("Lane2", allocated(2))
Call XpertruleObject.Poke("Lane3", allocated(3))
Call XpertruleObject.Poke("Lane4", allocated(4))
Call XpertruleObject.Poke("Truck_Size", load_size(loop1))
Call XpertruleObject.Command("CONTINUE")
' Loop until XpertRule has obtained a result
Do
Call XpertruleObject.Peek("?", a$)
Loop Until a$ = "READY"
' Obtain result from XpertRule
Call XpertruleObject.Peek("Lane_for_Tuck", a$)
'If a decision is made return it to Witness
If a$ <> "0" Then
    Witobj_variable("allocate_lane") = Val(a$)
    Witobj_variable("allocate_truck ") = Witobj_expression("PARK@" +Str(loop1)+"truckno")
    GoTo endalloc
End If
Next
'If all attempts to allocate have failed return a 0 result to Witness
Witobj_variable("allocate_lane ") = 0
Witobj_variable("allocate_truck ") = 0
endalloc:
End If
Wend
End Sub

Private Sub StopModel_Click()

Continue = 0

End Sub

Private Sub ExitModel_Click()

If continue = 0 Then
    Call XpertrueObject.Command("EXIT")
    Witobj.WCL ("QUIT;")
End If

End Sub
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